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 Internet of things (IoT) has a collection of multiple network-enabled devices like sensors, 

gateways, smartphones, and communication links (short and long ranges). Tremendous 

capacity of IoT system has made possible to monitoring and detection of epileptical seizures 

in real time. For this purpose, various smart devices and applications, helps to transmit 

information securely. Amalgamation of IoT with healthcare system provides opportunity to 

deal issues like security, detection of seizures and real time monitoring. The proposed model 

of cloud-enabled Health IoT system has been presented in this paper, gives the idea about 

monitoring of epileptical patients. For secured transmission of Electroencephalogram (EEG) 

data, digital watermarking technique has been used over two dimensional EEG data obtained 

through one dimensional EEG data by applying Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT). In 

this paper, watermarking of two dimensional EEG data has been done using discrete wavelet 

transform - discrete cosine transform (DWT-DCT) based Bacterial Foraging Optimization 

(BFO) technique and its performance has been figure out. Here, satisfactory watermarking 

performance in terms of Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) 49.50 for class Z and 49.61 for 

class S EEG data along with Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC) 0.0039 for both classes 

of EEG data have been achieved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Epilepsy is an abnormal activity occurs in the brain and 

affects a large number of populations. The collected EEG 

signal is non-stationary and non-linear in nature, hence it’s 

difficult to interpret by just visualization and detect epileptic 

seizures. As epileptic sufferers may also go through from 

specific sorts of troubles like accidents, injuries, which may 

additionally purpose of even loss of life also, consequently 

they require distinct care to keep away from all these and it is 

possible with the use of cloud based Health IoT system. 

Health IoT system consist various wearable sensors and 

available very economically. These devices may help 

enormously for taking care of epileptic seizures and patients, 

which may provide information related to their care routines, 

treatments, drug dosage, physical activity etc. even such IoT 

based devices can monitor remote located patients [1, 2]. 

These Health IoT system provides the real time transmission 

of information and able to get quick response. Various device 

like smartphone, Bluetooth and others communication 

methods supports the system [3, 4]. In this Health IoT system 

cloud enabled technologies have been used, which provides 

necessary and sufficient storage requirements to share 

information in between users and experts with lover 

complexity, reduced cost, accuracy, speed and enhance quality 

of service [5, 6]. To improve the quality of health related 

service, security of individual health information must be 

required, which can be provided from user end. Watermarking 

is one of the ways to provide security on these health data, 

which can be applied on two dimensional of EEG data. The 

collected EEG data by Health IoT system from patients using 

different IoT devices may be in huge amount and difficult to 

handle it and very much chances to get attacked and loss of 

privacy. Using cloud services data can be stored safely and can 

be accessed by authenticate users like health experts and 

suggest further in faster way [7]. After safely storing of EEG 

data in cloud, its features can be extracted and classified for 

further seizure detection and patient monitoring. On the 

groundwork of classification accuracy professionals may 

predict about epilepsy and endorse suitable remedies or 

emergency services can be provided. 

For secure transmission of EEG signal optical chaos has 

been introduced [8]. To hide EEG signal, author has used 

source of semiconductor laser to generate optical chaos, at the 

time of signal transmission and combination of EEG signal 

and optical chaos has been transmitted over optical fiber 

medium. Using the elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) 

including collision-resistant one way cryptographic hash 

function, the lightweight access control key agreement 

protocol has been proposed to create a secure communication 

connection in cloud-based IoT network [9]. For providing 

security on mobile health data transmission, author proposes a 

data encryption method that provides data integrity, 

confidentiality and authenticity [10]. Based on optimum path 

forest (OPF) clustering, network security monitoring has been 

presented by author [11]. Here, author has proposed OPF 

based on anomaly detection. Another data encryption method 

based on Rivest Cipher (RC5) algorithm including chaotic 

based scheduling has been proposed by author that uses 

symmetric key for the process of encryption and decryption. 
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Results have been analyzed against number of attacks [12]. 

Based on chaotic theory, a cryptosystem has been proposed for 

providing security and confidentiality during transmission, 

which follows scrambling and substitution architecture [13]. 

This paper deals with the monitoring of epileptic patients 

using cloud-enable Health IoT platform and focuses on the 

safe transfer of EEG information to the cloud, for which DWT-

DCT based BFO watermarking approach was used. Related to 

this presented work, a watermarking algorithm based on 

DWT-DCT has been presented by Ghazvini et al. [14], which 

uses 2-level DWT algorithm to decompose the image and DCT 

has been applied on mid-level frequency sub-band. Here 

genetic algorithm has been used to optimize the performance. 

A watermarking algorithm based on DCT has been presented 

by Zhang et al. [15], in which original image has been 

decomposed into number of frequency bands and to embed 

watermark, first of all number of rows and rank both have been 

extended and using adaptive embedding method, watermark 

successfully incorporated and extracted. A wavelet based 

watermarking algorithm has been presented by Wang and Lin 

[16], which uses to embed each watermark bit in different band 

of frequency. This algorithm shows robustness in both, 

frequency as well as time domain. 

A combined form of DWT-DCT based watermarking 

algorithm has been presented in the studies [17, 18]. In both of 

the papers, firstly 3 level DWT has been applied on image, 

after that Wang et al. [17] applies DCT on various block 

obtained using DWT, whereas Kasmani and Naghsh-Nilchi 

[18] used DCT transform of each sub-bands and PN sequence 

of watermark is embedded. In DWT-singular value 

decomposition (SVD) domain, a multiobjective evolutionary 

optimizer (MEO) based image watermarking has been 

presented by Gunjal and Mali [19], which uses haar wavelet to 

decompose the image then after SVD has been applied on mid-

level frequency band. DWT-DCT-SVD based watermarking 

algorithm is presented by Loukhaoukha et al. [20]. In this 

paper, one level DWT has been applied on original image and 

various frequency bands have been obtained. Then after, DCT 

has been applied on lower level frequency band to obtain 

respective component of frequency, on which SVD has been 

applied to perform watermarking. An adaptive DWT-SVD 

based watermarking of image has been presented by Li et al. 

[21], which considered human visual characteristics. DWT, 

DCT and BFO based watermarking algorithm has been 

presented by Bharati et al. [22]. This paper presents the DWT-

DCT-BFO based watermarking algorithm and evaluates 

efficiency. To apply watermark on EEG data, first of all STFT 

has been applied on one dimensional EEG data. Then after, 

watermarking has been applied on obtain two dimensional 

EEG data, which has been extracted in the cloud after 

successful transmission of information. In this paper, cloud-

enable Health IoT system has been proposed for the 

monitoring and detection of epileptical seizures. To design 

such system, there are various challenges, from which we have 

deal, are presented by Hassanalieragh et al. [23]. To deal with 

electronics health record management, data acquisition and 

transmission in cloud based Health IoT system, an idea has 

been presented by Hossain and Muhammad [24]. Industrial 

internet of things (IIoT) based on cloud is effectively used for 

big data analysis been presented by ur Rehman et al. [25]. 

Security of epileptical data can also be enhanced by including 

compression techniques presented by Chakraborty [26]. 

EEG information can be obtained by positioning the 

electrodes over the scalp or by using wearable devices to track 

epileptic patients, which can be further pre-processed to 

eliminate any unnecessary components from the initial EEG 

signal. This information is firstly transmitted to cloud, where 

very huge amount of information can be stored and handled 

carefully. In this paper, to secure the patients data DWT-DCT 

based watermarking followed by BFO optimization has been 

performed. Such data can be used in the cloud for extraction 

and classification purposes of features. Experts can predict 

epileptic seizures on the basis of diagnosis accuracy and 

prescribe treatment and medication to patients, even in the 

event of an emergency, separate health-related support can be 

given by the service provider. The main objective is to perform 

transmission of secured patient’s information to cloud 

framework and use of it for monitoring of remote located 

patients. Watermarking is a way to provide security on 

biomedical signals. In this paper, presented cloud enabled 

Health IoT system provides secure transmission and patient 

monitoring. The motivation for writing this paper is to use of 

cloud enabled service, as this technology growing very rapidly 

and interesting area of research.  

The main purpose of this work is to gather knowledge and 

provide security on epileptical EEG data. To provide security 

watermarking has been applied on signal before transmission. 

A cloud based system model has been proposed here that 

relates IoT devices with communication methods. For this 

work the main contributions are given as below: 

(1) Proposed a data flow model for cloud enabled Health 

IoT system for providing secure transmission and 

patient monitoring; 

(2) Performed STFT on EEG signal (one dimensional) to 

get time-frequency data (two dimensional); 

(3) DWT-DCT-BFO based watermark embedding; 

(4) Watermark extraction. 

This paper is structured as follows. Following the 

introduction of secure EEG data transmission using 

watermarking method to detect epileptic seizures, data flow 

model was developed for cloud-enabled health IoT framework. 

Further section describes methodologies and research for this 

paper explaining STFT and the watermarking scheme for EEG 

data based on DWT-DCT-BFO.As a consequence, paper 

presents watermarking performance, followed by conclusion 

and future work listed at the end. 

 

 

2. PROPOSED MODEL FOR HEALTH IOT SYSTEM 

 

With introduction of IoT in healthcare sector, medical 

services have been revolutionized. This Health IoT system 

also involves cloud-enabled features, which makes great 

impact on social development and provides good quality of 

service in reduced cost in quick way to users. A system model 

has been presented in Figure 1, which clearly indicates how 

patient’s information (EEG data) can be collected and 

transmitted over the cloud through gateways [27]. System 

model reflects the aforementioned functions such as pre-

processing, feature extraction, and then performing 

classification in the cloud itself. Hospitals / experts can access 

this data at the recipient end and can detect epileptic seizures 

on the basis of diagnosis accuracy. Experts may therefore 

suggest treatment, medicine or, in the event of an emergency 

may request service to service provider. 

In this paper, DWT-DCT-BFO based watermarking method 

successfully applied to the EEG signal, which must be pre-

processed in order to filter out any unwanted element. Here, 
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the publically available Bonn dataset provided by Bonn 

university of Bonn has been used for watermarking purposes.  

As this dataset is already pre-processed hence there is no 

need to pre-process it [28]. This dataset consists of both 

epileptic patient and healthy person EEG data. EEG data has 

been acquired from a healthy person during an eye-open and 

eye-closed condition, whereas data has been acquired from an 

epileptic patient during a seizure period as well as seizure-free 

period, which is collected in 23.6 seconds (4097 samples) and 

173.61 Hz sampling frequency. Brief description of this Bon 

EEG dataset has been presented in Table 1.  

 

Table 1. Representation of different classes of dataset 

 
EEG data Class Type Data acquisition 

Healthy 

Person 

Z 

Normal 

EEG signal obtained during 

eye opened 

O 
EEG signal obtained during 

eye closed 

Epileptic 

Patients 

N 
Seizure 

free 

EEG signal during 

hippocampal development 

F 
EEG epileptogenic area 

signal 

S Seizure 
EEG signal obtained during 

seizure period 

 

This presented Bonn dataset is in one dimensional (time 

domain) form. Before transmission of these patients’ 

information to the cloud through IoT devices, it is needed to 

secure the data. In this paper, watermarking has been used to 

provide security, which can be applied on two dimensional 

data EEG data. STFT is used to translate EEG information 

from time domain to time-frequency domain for this purpose. 

Then after, DWT-DCT-BFO based watermarking algorithm 

can be applied successfully. 

 

 

3. STFT OF EEG DATA 

 

STFT has been used in this paper over EEG data to perform 

time-frequency analysis [29]. 

Hamming window of odd size (N/4), where N is the number 

of data points, is used to perform STFT. Mathematical 

expression for STFT of message (EEG) signal x(t) with short 

hamming window h(t) is given by (1). 

 

𝑆𝑇𝐹𝑇(𝑡, 𝑓) = 𝑥(𝑡, 𝑓) = ∫ 𝑥(𝜏)ℎ(𝜏 − 𝑡)𝑒−𝑖𝑓𝜏
∞

−∞

𝑑𝜏 (1) 

 

In Figure 2, class Z and class S of EEG data has been 

presented, which has been selected to perform STFT and 

watermarking. From this expression it is clear that here 

message signal is simply multiplied with hamming window for 

short period of time, resulting we can obtain two dimensional 

signal. Using time frequency analysis, we are able to find 

power spectrum density (PSD) of EEG signal, which serves 

energy distribution in time-frequency domain. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Data flow model for cloud-enabled health IoT system 

 

      
(a)                                                                                       (b) 
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(c)                                                                                                      (d) 

 

Figure 2. EEG data (a) Class Z, (b) Class S&STFT of (c) Class Z and (d) Class S 

 

 

4. DWT-DCT-BFO BASED WATERMARKING 

ALGORITHM 

 

After performing STFT of EEG data, watermarking can be 

applied to secure the patient information which is going to be 

transmitting over the cloud. Figure 3, shows algorithmic flow 

chart here. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Flow chart of DWT-DCT-BFO based 

watermarking 
 

4.1 Discrete wavelet transform  
 

Discrete wavelet Transform is one of the frequency domain 

watermarking algorithms. As frequency domain algorithms 

are more effective in terms of imperceptibility and robustness, 

such algorithms are used very frequently. By enhancing the 

level of DWT, performance can be improved. In DWT based 

watermarking algorithm, it decomposes the two dimensional 

signal in to various frequency sub-bands namely LL, LH, HL, 

HH [30]. Now, according to level of DWT, respective sub-

bands are again decomposing into further sub-band like LL 

sub-band may decomposes in to LL2, LH2, HL2, HH2. Here, 

watermark may be embedded in these sub-band and may 

extract in cloud by applying inverse DWT for feature 

extraction and classification. 

 

4.2 Discrete cosine transform 

 

Discrete cosine transform is also a frequency domain 

watermarking algorithm and robust against attacks. It allows 

decomposing of two dimensional signals into different 

frequency bands (lower and higher), which make it easier to 

apply watermark. After embedding watermark, this method 

uses original image as well as watermark for extraction 

process. First of all, DCT has to be performed on both obtained 

watermarked image and original image (Inverse DCT) [22, 31]. 

 

4.3 Bacterial foraging optimization 

 

BFO is an optimization algorithm, having behaviour similar 

to genetic algorithms, proposed by Passino and Chakraborty 

[32, 33]. The main idea behind this algorithm is based on the 

E.coli bacteria swarm foraging strategy. The way bacteria 

search for their nutrients to increase the amount of energy per 

unit. They communicate by transmitting signals with each 

other and made their judgement accordingly. For searching 

nutrients, the way bacteria take their step is known as 

chemotaxis and elementary concept of BFO algorithm is to 

adapt and follow chemotactic movement of virtual bacteria.  

DWT-DCT-BFO based method presented in this paper has 

already been applied in real world applications and various 

researchers from different fields are paying attention on this 

concept. 

 

 

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

Class Z and Class S data were chosen from the publicly 

available Bonn dataset and STFT analysis was performed 

using 100 segments of each Z and S data class and the time-

frequency domain EEG data was achieved. For providing 

security DWT-DCT-BFO based watermarking algorithm has 

been applied with the use of suitable key. Because of 

watermarking, imperceptibility is demonstrated in this paper 

by how much EEG signal gets skewed. This also gives EEG 

watermarking performance. PSNR and NCC has been 

calculated to get similarity index and imperceptibility between 

watermark image and extracted watermark.  
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Table 2. Performance evaluation using PSNR and NCC 

 
Watermarking EEG data PSNR NCC 

DWT-DCT-BFO 

based algorithm 

Z class 49.5016 0.0039 

S class 49.6058 0.0039 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Embedding and extraction of Watermark 

Table 2 shows the performance of watermarking in terms of 

PSNR and similarity as NCC for both healthy person EEG data 

(class Z) and epileptic patient EEG data (class S). To evaluate 

imperceptibility, we have used peak signal to noise ratio 

(PSNR) presented by Eq. (2) given below: 

 

PSNRdB = 20log10 (
max(xc)

√
1

N
∑ (xc−xw)

2N
1

)  (2) 

 

Further NCC has been determined to check similarity, Here 

Figure 4, representing that watermark has been success fully 

applied and extracted using proposed algorithm. 

 

 

6. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 

 

Here, Table 3, representing performance comparison of 

applied optimized watermarking algorithm on EEG data with 

standard algorithms. 

 

 

Table 3. Performance comparison of proposed algorithm 

 

Ref. Method Purpose 
Cover/ 

Watermark 
Host/ Message Performance 

[18]  
Based on Joint DWT-DCT 

Transformation 

Robustness, 

Imperceptibility 

A binary 

watermark 

image 

Grey scale Pepper 

image 

PSNR of 37.27dB, 

similarity exist in between 

0 to 1 

[34] 

An optimal discrete 

DWT–SVD based image 

watermarking 

Robustness, 

Imperceptibility, Self 

adaptive DE algorithm 

Gray scaled 

logo 

Images named man and 

sailboat 

PSNR 33.2837 and 

34.8741 dB respectively, 

NC 0.85 to 0.95 

[35] 

SVD-based watermarking 

scheme in the spatial 

domain 

Robust, Imperceptibility, 

Lower computational 

complexity 

A binary 

watermark 

(logo) 

Lena, Barbara, Boat, 

Airplane, Peppers, 

Baboon, Clock images 

PSNR 48 to 49 dB 

NCC 0.95 to 1 

[36] 
LWT-DCT-SVD based 

watermarking 

Robustness, Copyright 

protection 

A binary 

watermark 

(logo) 

Audio signal 
PSNR 9 to 28 dB 

Capacity 172.26 bps 

[37] 
Blind DWT-SVD 

Watermarking 

Preserving authenticity and 

integrity of medical data 
Image 

EEG Dataset for 

Emotion analysis 
PSNR 45 to 55 dB 

This 

Work 

DWT-DCT-BFO based 

watermarking 

Robustness, Copyright 

protection 
Watermark logo Bonn’s EEG dataset PSNR 49.6058 dB 

 

 

7. CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, watermarking algorithm based on DWT-DCT-

BFO successfully applied the sub-band of mid-level frequency 

obtained using level one DWT and DCT and optimized it 

using BFO. The paper's main objective is to evaluate 

watermarking efficiency. STFT was used to convert one-

dimensional data into two-dimensional data to apply 

watermark on time-frequency information. Compared to other 

existing time frequency methods, STFT has the advantage of 

quick processing which makes it suitable for real-time 

detection purposes. Cloud-based medical IoT platform for 

epileptic patient monitoring is rising quite rapidly in the 

present era. With this system, patient feedback and 

recommendations can be made in real time. Although there is 

a data security issue, the use of EEG information 

watermarking methods has also made it possible to secure 

transmission, which provides patients with safe and superior 

quality of service. Good watermarking quality in terms of 

PSNR and NCC has been calculated here. Future work 

includes extraction and classification of features from EEG 

signal in the cloud itself to identify or predict patient epileptic 

seizures.  
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NOMENCLATURE 

N number of data points (sample) 

x(t) message signal 

h(t) 

x(t, f) 

hamming window 

STFT of message signal 

IoT Internet of Things 

EEG Electroencephalogram 

STFT Short time Fourier Transform 

DWT Discrete wavelet transform 

DCT Discrete Cosine transform 

BFO Bacterial foraging optimization 

SVD Singular value decomposition 

PSNR Peak signal to noise ratio 

NCC Normalized cross correlation 

PN Pseudo noise sequence 

MEO Multiobjective evolutionary optimizer 

PSD Power Spectrum density 

Subscripts 

[LL, LH, 

HH, HL] 

level 1 coefficients of cover image 

[LL2, LH2, 

HH2, HL2] 

level 2 coefficients of cover image 

xc and xw amplitude of EEG and watermarked EEG 

signal 
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